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Strategic Message Planner: Darlin’ the Talking Baseball Bat 

Advertising Goal: 

To help children feel like they are as big of a hero as Babe Ruth by using a plush “Darlin’” from 

the movie “Everyone’s Hero” to boost their confidence with lines from the movie. 

Client: Key Facts 

 Sports Toys Inc. of Bristol, CT, makes the Darlin’ talking baseball bat plush toys. 

 Sports Toys Inc. is an employee-owned company, and in 2011 was named the “Best 

Sports Toy Company of 2011” by ESPN Magazine. 

 The Santa Clause and Elves Corporation of the North Pole named “Darlin’ Baseball Bat 

Plush Toy” the most desired children’s toy for Christmas 2012. 

 The company’s primary products are “Everyone’s Hero” memorabilia and action figures, 

paint exploding baseball set and other sports-related entertainment products for ages 6-

14. 

 Total revenues in the past fiscal year were $8 million. 

Product: Key Features 

What is the product?  

 Darlin’ the talking Baseball bat is a plush toy modeled off of the character in the movie. 

 When swung quickly Darlin’ will activate the censors to reenact phrases from the movie 

such as “That’s how my Babe does it,” “Face it leather face you’re beat,” “Now batting 



 

 

for the New York Yankees,” “This is a little tiny Babe right here,” and “You’re swingin’ 

like the Sultan of Swat!” 

 When hit against something Darlin’ will say “And it just goes to show you... You can be 

the smallest, you can be the weakest, you can be the worst player on the field, but when 

people tell you you're no good, and say you should give it up, you know what you do? 

You just keep on swinging.” 

What is the purpose of the product? 

 Just like in the popular children’s movie “Everyone’s Hero” Darlin’ the talking bat comes 

to life with the real character voice in this plush toy. The movie follows young Yankee 

Irving on his mission to get Babe Ruth’s lucky bat “Darlin’” back to him in time for the 

World Series game.  

 The purpose of the product is to encourage young children starting to understand the 

sport of baseball that they can be just as good one of the greats, they can be as good as 

Babe Ruth. Hopefully the words of encouragement will instill the idea that it is not the 

special bat you use or any outside elements but rather the person behind the bat that 

makes all the difference. The movie conveys that you don’t have to hit the ball to be Babe 

Ruth; sometimes it’s the little guy that saves the day.  

 Product testing has shown a rise of confidence level in and significant pleasure out of 

using this item. Dr. Conner Rohwer, head of psychiatry department at the Children’s 

Hospital of Tulsa, observed that after seeing children interact with the product they 

reacted positively. Rohwer thinks this could be the new innovation in the toy world that 

encourages a healthy self esteem while other products in today’s society tends to wear on 

children’s mental health.   



 

 

What is the product made of? 

 Sports Toys Inc. uses only recycled and organic materials for all of its products. 

 Sports Toys Inc. uses the recycled and organic fabric for the outside of the 

product. On the inside, the plush consists of hypoallergenic cotton because not 

many plush products are sensitive to certain allergies children might have.  

 The sound chip is a small soft button that can be activated easily but is also 

secured through layers of fabric so that it is not a choking hazard to small 

children.  

Who and what made the product? 

 Award- winning Zevo Toys Factory produces all Sports Toys Inc. through their industry 

located in Lowell, Mass. 

 Every Darlin’ product is sealed in a labeled box with the product slogan underneath the 

title of the product. 

 The slogan on the box says “W.W.B.R.D?” which is clarified on the back to read “What 

would Babe Ruth do?” 

 The title of the product is clearly listed at the top “Darlin’ the Talking Baseball Bat” with 

the caption “As seen on the movie ‘Everyone’s Hero’” listed directly underneath. 

Target Audience: Demographics and Psychographics 

 The target audience for this ad is children ages 6-14 who are fans of the children’s movie 

“Everyone’s Hero.” They are typically just beginning to learn the fundamentals of 

baseball as well as starting to engage interest in the actual sport itself. A 2010 study at 

Princeton University showed that the first three years of a child in beginning to engage 

interest are the most crucial to implement self confidence. This study also found that 



 

 

children who had greater self-assurance in their sport experiences faced fewer mental 

health problems in their teenage years such as depression, eating disorders and adolescent 

anxiety disorders, etc.  

 Children who participate in sports earlier typically are more motivated to excel in other 

ways as well. Whether it is your favorite toy Darlin’ encouraging them to practice or their 

parents, children benefit from building social skills and setting goals for themselves.  

 The other target audience for this product is parents of young children. The movie 

“Everyone’s Hero” exemplifies everything a children’s movie should. Parents will like 

that the movie is an old-fashioned feel good movie that uses some historical elements that 

might spark children’s curiosity and imagination.  

 The movie offers many life lessons that are often hard to learn but also offer the idea that 

even the kid who is always picked last for teams can be the hero of the legendary New 

York Yankees. It also offers many sports lessons that could be the reason for the 

attachment to the sport for many years to come. In a 2010 poll among college baseball 

plays 86 percent of them said that as a child their favorite movie was the classic 

“Sandlot” and it was part of the reason why they started playing in the first place. 

“Everyone’s Hero” could be that movie for this generation and why not have a product 

that will promote its message in children’s toy boxes and hearts for years to come? They 

always say, “You spend half your life gripping a baseball and later realize that it was the 

other way around the whole time.”  

Product Benefits: 

 It is an interactive toy that will engage children’s interest in what the toy will say. 



 

 

 It will serve as an imaginary tool to broaden children’s minds and encourage them to 

pursue their dreams.  

Direct Competitors and Brand Images 

 Zappo’s Toy Factory Screwey Ball: A similar product featuring a character from the 

same movie. The product is ages 12 and up only therefore limiting the age range of the 

target audience. The target audience for the film is young males ages 6-12. The product is 

an actual hard baseball with the screwey face painted on but does not offer any other 

features such as talking or moving parts. 

 Zinko’s Video Games “Everyone’s Hero the Wii game”: Offers children the chance to 

interactively hit the talking ball “screwey” with the talking bat “Darlin’” with the use of 

the Wii remote. The product is being recalled for copyright issues conflicting with “Wii 

Sports- Baseball” but is said to come back on the shelves following the accommodating 

revisions in November 2012.  

Indirect Competitors and Brand Images  

 The re-release of “Space Jam”: The target audience will watch this movie and be targeted 

for the movie’s products such as basketballs, jerseys, etc. Although this movie features a 

different sport, it still targets the same demographic and therefore offers a threat to the 

marketing strategies of this product.  

Product Brand Image 

 Current Brand Image: The target audience doesn’t see the use of a plush bat that can’t be 

used to actually baseball with.  



 

 

 Desired Brand Image: Darlin’ the Talking Bat is meant to be words of encouragement for 

that one kid that doesn’t think he is good enough to walk on a baseball diamond in the 

hopes that someday he will have the courage to step up to the plate.  

 Brand Image Challenge: The older demographics in the targeted audience do not realize 

that the product is made of recycled and organic materials that may be healthier exposure 

than other factorized products.  

Strategic Message: The Promise 

You can be the worst player on the field but when Darlin’ the talking bat is in your hands you 

will feel like Babe Ruth.  

Supporting Evidence: The Proof 

 American Forest & Paper Association awarded their recognition of outstanding recycling 

efforts at the annual AF&PE Awards Banquet to Sports Toys Inc.  

 



Darlin’ the Talking 
Baseball Bat

Based off the movie “Everyone’s Hero”

She’s a pillow! She’s a toy! She’s your own talking baseball bat! 
Buy her now at www.sportstoys.com for only $15.99

“ThaT’s how my BaBe does iT!”

How can you lose when you have Babe 
Ruth’s lucky bat as your #1 fan!

“Now BaTTiNg for The 
New york yaNees!”

“keep oN swiNgiNg 
kid!”

“you’re my hero!”

“ThaT’s a TiNy liTTle BaBe righT There!”



 



Title:	  W.W.B.R.D	  (What	  would	  Babe	  Ruth	  do?)	  
Client/Sponsor:	  Sports	  Toy	  Inc.	  	  
Length:	  30	  seconds	  
Air	  Dates:	  Nov.	  23	  at	  11	  a.m.	  
	  
	  
MUSIC:	  “Take	  Me	  Out	  to	  the	  Ball	  Game	  Instrumental”	   	  
	  
SOUND	  BITE	  of	  crowd	  cheers	  	   “Clapping”	   	   	  
	  
ANNOUNCER:	   Babe	  Ruth	  was	  everyone’s	  hero.	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
SOUND	  BITE:	   	  Bat	  hits	  
	  
ANNOUNCER:	  
	  
	   But	  he	  couldn’t	  do	  it	  alone.	  	  
	  
	   His	   lucky	   bat	   Darlin’	   was	   always	   in	   his	  

hands	  cheering	  him	  on	  	  
	  
	  
Darlin’:	   That’s	   how	   my	   Babe	   does	   it!	   Keep	   on	  

swinging!	   	  
	  
	  
ANNOUNCER:	   The	  new	  plush	  Darlin’	  toy	  says	  lines	  from	  

the	  actual	  movie.	  	  
	  
ANNOUNCER:	   She	  can	  be	  a	  pillow.	  She	  can	  be	  a	  toy.	  She	  

can	  be	  your	  best	  friend.	  	  
	   	  
SOUND	  BITE:	   (Background	  to	  announcer)	  “Now	  batting	  

at	   Yankee	   Stadium.”	   Heard	   from	   far	  
distance.	  	  

Announcer:	   	  
	   Buy	  your	  very	  own	  Darlin’	  bat	  today	  at	  	  
	   SPORTS	  TOYS	  DOT	  COM	  	  
	   For	  a	  limited	  time	  only	  
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